
Discussion 1:
What experiences have you had with STRs on Nantucket?  How have they affected you,
personally, and what has this meant to you?
What hopes or concerns do you have about the future of STRs on Nantucket?

1) Five attendees besides me. Only one appeared (to me) to be anti-rentals. Two of the
participants were long-time property owners who had rented their homes seasonally for
many years. One participant was a long-time resident who rented short term many years
ago but owns a home now.
2) Question 1 – Experiences with STRs on Nantucket?

a) None of this group reported any “bad interactions” with rental properties/abutting
properties.
b) Two participants commented that they have rented their homes over the years and
continue to rent. Rental income was needed to maintain property.
c) All participants reported strong connection(s) to Nantucket.
d) One participant questioned the “rentals have occurred on Nantucket for 150 years”
catch phrase. Believes that it is not that old a practice? However, others felt that it has
been a common practice for at least 50 years.
e) No negative comments on the practice/business of short term/seasonal rentals.

3) Question 2 – Hopes or concerns about the future?
a) Majority hoped that seasonal rentals (at least by “natural persons” renting their own
property) will go on into the future.
b) Some concerns expressed about “corporate” or professional investors?
c) Comment that rentals by people/entities with a “connection” to the Island (beyond the
commercial aspects of ST/seasonal renting) were preferred.
d) Some regulation probably necessary.
e) So many people express a wistful, “I wish Nantucket would stay the way it was when I
first set foot on the Island.” This is impossible.

Question #1.
● Year-round residents need to be able to STR the property where they live.
● Concerns over ability for seasonal residents to offset expenses.
● Real estate investor class is shifting the discussion in towns across America. The
financial proposition takes away from opportunities for housing.
● Rentals have changed. Investors and commercial entities are purchasing homes that
should be residential properties. Need to look at this issue.
● The island’s population growth overall is an issue. The fundamental concerns are to
focus on balance overall. Noise complaints from clients (homeowners) are minimal.
● People complain about STRs but there needs to be a balance.
● Housing is a question for some, others believe it’s impacted.
● Some agreement when a house is used strictly as an STR.
● Some neighborhoods seem to be less affected perhaps than others, could some
neighborhoods be dealt with differently. Nantucket is dependent on the community



coming together and the destruction of the neighborhood is a concern.
● Commercial use in residential areas is a growing concern (wedding venues, high-
capacity STR). Having someone on site can make a difference.
● Regulations cater to the larger organizations or companies or deeper-pocket owners.
Question #2.
● We need to manage the island better. There are many issues including STRs that need
to be dealt with. Nantucket has outgrown the small place it used to be.
● A registration process should be part of it - to get in touch with owners or operators.
Need the data collection.
● We also register long-term rentals to get a full picture of the housing stock (perhaps
anonymous).
● Need to allow residents to STR but prevent residential properties from being used
primarily as a short-term rental

Who we are and how short term rentals play in our lives

Rena.  Seasonal resident,  home owner in Sconset since 1950'S
rents house short term, weekly to help maintain house.

Catherine grew up here summers, business owner in Madaket. Parents bought house in 1960's.
Does not rent but has had employees live with her due to lack of housing. Also has had
employees move off island for housing and commute here. She has seen her neighborhood in
Madaket change ( addition of pools, larger homes)

Alex. Rented in Sconset in the 1980's, bought in 2002. He does rent his house summer season
short term. He is also renting long term in the winter (house keeper and workers) He uses the
house in between.

Robin came to Nantucket in the 1980's,  bought in 1991 and rented to workers. 2010. Rented
short term to families,

Debbe My mothers grand parents rented in Sconset in 1905 before building on Morey Lane in
1908. Family still owns the house and does rent a few weeks usually in the fall when other
family  members are not using to help support the finances.
My Father's family rented in Town, on the cliff and Easton Street In 19 25  -1926 before building
in Monomoy in 1928.  When my generation came along it was too much for my grandparents so
my father and his sisters built houses on either side of my grandfather's in 1955. In the 70's my
parents came for June and July and rented for August. I was working here so would rent a room
downtown  for August. My brother owns my father's house now and uses it in June and
September and rents short term  in July and August to help afford the house.
My husband and I built our  house on Brewster road in 1978 and live, work here full time.  We
also built a garage apartment in 1989 which we have only rented long term to working couples.
(I have had 5 tenants in 33 years)



As Catherine has seen in Madaket  we too have watched the Monomoy of old explode with
huge houses and pools etc.

Hopes and concerns
We had consensus in our group about not having absentee ownership, such as corporate
entities where there is no emotional investment  to the neighborhood or Island.

Lisa Sherburne
Year-round resident for 30 years and real estate broker. She handles STRs in her work and
rents her own home.

Sue Brandt
We came to Nantucket and stayed in short-term rentals. Our experiences with the people that
we stayed with are part of the reason we chose to purchase. We bought a home in the Pine
Valley neighborhood. The only way we can afford to own that home for our children to inherit, is
through renting it. We have never had a problem. All our neighbors have
our phone number, and we encourage them to call us with any concerns.

Michele Kolb
Architect and preservationist. Has several rental homes and her mission is to preserve the
heritage of the island and feels it is important to allow people to experience the history and
heritage of the island. Has never had a problem with any renter. Even the new rental tax can be
cost prohibitive. The real ire of the town’s people is the corporations coming in without a foot on
the ground on the island or a passion, I think that is the area that needs to be restricted.

Brigitte Petrocelli

I own a home on Brant Point. I’ve been coming to the island my whole life and we stayed at
several rentals. We now own our home across the street from my sister. Our home is in keeping
with the other low, cottage-type homes out there. She rents their home, but they also use it in
the Spring and Fall and in July. She has never, ever, ever had a problem. Her neighbors and
tenants are wonderful, and she has never had an issue.

Dawn Hill Holdgate

Dawn is on the Select Board, and she also works in real estate. Over the years, she has owned
multiple properties. She is interested in knowing what the actual concerns are. Copley Group
does an outstanding job of managing their properties and she has a problem singling out those
groups without knowing that there are actual problems. If corporations are the real concern,
there aren’t that many of them and she’s not sure that is the real problem.

Victoria Ewing



I am here to learn. I own an expediting company and I help to process and expedite the
permitting for companies involved in this type of work. I am also the recipient of housing and
security. I was forced to look for a new home and find one I can afford. I have experienced the
corporate owners and they wanted to charge me $3500 a month for a home as a single mom
with three kids. They are not good landlords and many of them sit empty. They seem to have
inside information and are not invested in Nantucket at all. The one she works with owes $80K
to contractors on the island.

1. The impact of rental restrictions is hitting our finances as many of us rent to pay our bills.
2. We are working harder to pay our bills and any restrictions will impact quality of life.
3. Year rounders looking to rent have been priced out of the market.
4. Those who rent to year-rounders are having trouble keeping the rents low as their costs keep
rising.
5. None of the 5 members of the group had experienced disturbed or inconvenienced by
renters.
6. Most renters are more respectful than ever and leave our properties in better shape than they
found them.
7. A suggestion was made to register year round rentals as well as short term rentals.

  Bill/William, Mid 60s.
Experience with STRs: Summer resident, STR owner, long history on Nantucket. He mentioned
that he had one home that he used as a summer home for him and his family and another that
he rents short-term. Does all of the legwork himself. Vets his applicants, etc.
Concerns: Does not want any regulation of STRs. Thinks the town is making up problems so
they can execute a solution.
Notes: Not a lot of sympathy for the year-rounders on the island. Thinks affordable housing is
not related in any way to STRs. “It’s a problem everywhere."

Kara, Late 30s,
Experience: STR owners, it’s the only way her family could afford to keep a home on Nantucket.
Loves the Nantucket experience.
Concerns: Worries that they will not be able to keep their vacation home if STRs are banned.
Notes: had to leave early to take son to hockey practice

Kyle, late 30s early 40s
Experience: From Texas. Discovered Nantucket three years ago. Bought a home and uses it as
an STR in order to afford to have a place here. “We have turned a lot of friends and family on to
Nantucket”
Concerns: Worries that regulation will be onerous to his situation. Believes STRs are good for
the island.
Notes: Joined the group late so did not get to hear a few of the intros.

Grant (me), 60



Experience: Year-round resident. STRs neither hurt nor harm me, but I see the impact that
STRs have on friends around the island with regard to housing and I wonder if there’s a way to
achieve some balance.
Concerns: Friends who have had to leave the island, water quality and traffic are all accelerated
by growth and STRs are a part of that growth.
Notes: I was making chili during the meeting. Multitasking!

Jeannie, 70s, Fairfield county, CT
Experience: STR owner, never had a problem with any of her tenants.
Concern: Was very concerned about corporate ownership of STRs having negative impacts on
the island.
Notes: Gave the impression that she was rather well-to-do. Mentioned that she employs
cleaners and landscapers in her winter home as well.

Joan, 50s
Experience: STR owner with a long history of being on Nantucket. Her parents used to bring the
family here. Later revealed that technically she is not an STR owner because her tenants have
traditionally rented for 31+ days. Works through local realtors to get her place rented.
Concerns: Worried that if she needs to rent for shorter periods in the future she will not be able
to.
Notes: Lovely and gracious.

Let me know if these notes in this format work for you. I had a link to the questionnaire, but lost
it… :-)

Dick Phelan – rented to teenage workers years back and had a net loss due to the repairs
necessary afterwards so did not do that again; Dick’s brother rents for 1-2 weeks of repeat
renters w/o rental agencies; rentals are a necessity for many homeowners but how do you
qualify the homeowner? Believes corporations should not be renting residential properties
unless they are housing their employees. Believes it is an overall issue of the carrying capacity
of the island and suggests a study to determine the limits on that; family homes in a trust or
inheritance and don’t currently live on the island should be permitted; owner occupation should
be required in some measure for others

Anne – native Nantucketer who has to live off-island due to family issues and agrees that
businesses should not be able to do STRs; just want to be able to keep multi-generational
family home on the island; concerned about affordable housing; incentive for year round
housing would be great but want to be able to use the house for family visits so look to the town
for help there

Brooke Mohr – did STRs in late 1990s but not a great experience so glad there is no longer a
family need to do so; have done a year round rental (to help with housing shortage and not have
the stress of turnovers) and will continue to do so as it is the right thing to do, if you can.



Understand STRs as a huge economic driver and they are critically important. Hopes and
dreams: affordable year round housing advocate so worry that STR incentives will overwhelm
those initiatives when used as the exclusive use of a property which drives up property values
and depletes year round housing stock. Wants to understand the STR driving model. Whatever
the outcomes are; do not want to prevent anyone who wants to buy a home on Nantucket and
live/work on the island, from using STR income to help cover the cost

John Bartlett – has rented in the past to help pay for college educations; believes profit drives
the STR market; what is the incentive to rent a home year round vs. seasonally or short term;
constitutional issues such as property rights, not meeting the original intent of secondary
dwellings and properties and perhaps incentives could help provide more housing for the year
round community

Gina O’Callaghan – works in real estate on the island and owns a house in Naushop along with
a home in Surfside and her family uses it for STRs, family visits and workforce housing so
looking to inform overall opinion on this issue and listen more; this is good setting as the media
coverage is frustrating and confusing

● Everyone in the group rented out their homes for various periods of time. The group
included both year-round residents and seasonal residents.

● Everyone noted that they had been doing it for quite some time, a few for generations of
family, and that it was a means to be able to help defray their costs of living on Island.
They want to be able to pass their property on to their family members when they die
and have them be able to enjoy them by being able to rent them out as well.

● Very few reported problems with tenants. Various means of screening including not
renting to anyone under 30 years of age, and minimum rental period of a week were
mentioned.

● Group members rented for various periods of total time, but average seemed to be about
9 to 10 weeks a year.

● All were in favor of continuing to allow short term rentals on Island.

There was virtually no disagreement among the six. All felt that short term rentals were a way of
life on Nantucket and not one single participant felt there was any adverse affect on affordable
housing on the Nantucket because of short term rentals. To the contrary, many felt that ACK
now was unreasonably, stirring up unrest over short term rentals.

Group #2  (No STRWG member to moderate)

Anne Dewez
Bob Fidoni
Wendy Conway Schmidt
Tris & Beverly Dammin
Ann Tompkins (missing)



Diane Brickley (took notes)

Anne D initiated our group discussion by sharing that she had summered in Dionis from 1962
till 1986. This was interrupted by her father’s illness which kept them from coming down, so they
rented out their home to other family members for 1 month, but then sold the home.  She was
away for 10 years, then came back and bought in 2009. At that point, she was mostly here
year-round. She was a voter, did jury duty on island, etc.  And although she had been a renter
here before she was a buyer, she is not renting out now. “Thank goodness I don’t have to.” Ann
said she loves Nantucket for its history and nature, and emphatically stated that she is disturbed
by the commercialization of real estate on Nantucket.

Bob shared that he is from Virginia and took his first vacation to Nantucket in 1999 and loved it.
He rented in Codfish Park and told the owner he’d be interested in buying if the house was ever
going to be sold…which it was 5 years later.  That owner had been renting out the cottage for
years and she graciously showed Bob how he could continue that practice, which definitely
worked well for his financial needs.  5 years later he moved to Quidnet to a home that had never
previously been rented out.  So when Bob began to do so, he had to build a rental clientele from
scratch.  It took a while to build up, and now he has repeat families.  He stays there himself
approx. 3-4 months.  The STR income helps him keep the property up.  He’s open to
understanding stresses on the environment and traffic. Bob closed by expressing that he’s
hoping for a resolution to end the divisiveness.

Wendy expressed that her story is similar to Bob’s. She first came to Nantucket during college
in the 1970’s. She kept coming back, renting in Sconset.  Then in 2004, a group of girlfriends
were looking to buy and that’s when Wendy purchased a home in Tom Nevers.  Buying was a
financial stretch. Renting out was critical to making the numbers work.  She’s had two repeat
families, each renting 31 days, for the past 14 years. She’s seen their families grow, adding 11
grandchildren over their years staying at her place!  Sometimes she’ll rent out a week or two in
the off season.  All the rental $ goes right back into the house. Wendy expressed that she
hopes we can all work together in a way that allows everyone to enjoy things.  She spends 3-4
months here and she and her husband are involved in the community, including as Chairman of
Dreamland. She loves her neighbors. Wendy closed by saying she could not afford to be here
without taking in STRs.  If not allowed to continue, she’d have to sell the house.  And, without a
home, she said she couldn’t come back as a visitor as she couldn’t afford to be a renter.

Beverly/Tris  Beverly said that Tris is a Nantucket resident while she is seasonal. She said she
has complained about STR’s taking place next door to her at 14 New Mill (she’s at 12 New Mill).
She said she had personally pushed for creation of ACK Now with Peter and Julia doing the
work.  She referenced one problem with the STR neighbor is the constant leaf blower noise.
She said she presently rents out 10 Mt. Vernon, (unclear what this refers to), but they do not
rent their Nantucket home as it’s too small.  They personally go out to Tuckernuck to escape
Nantucket’s noise and overcrowding, noting that “there’s no traffic on Tuckernuck.”  She is
against the commercialization of the island. Said it’s destroying our way of life. She hopes
there’s a resolution.



The group took note that Anne and Beverly had both used the same “over commercialization”
term and asked what that means to them. They said it’s entities like The Copley Group that own
14 properties but no one is actually managing them. “They’re just an investment company with
no real person involved, no one to call to resolve issues.”  (Confusingly, there was subsequently
a reference to a representative from the real estate company asking to meet for coffee to
discuss her complaints.) Anne expanded saying that Nantucket is being chipped away by
investors like Blue Flag Group who are enticing STRs with offers for private members-only
dining at the former Boarding House and Pearl.  She feels Nantucket already has enough
private clubs like Westmoor and now STR investors are pulling restaurants away from public
access. She said the problem is there’s so much money on Nantucket and it’s a great real
estate investment.

It was expressed that it seemed like the group discussion had gone a bit off track with anti-STR
positions being put forth and now the session’s time was running out and we hadn’t finished
each person’s intro story.  With that,

Diane shared that she had never been to Nantucket until she won a 2-night stay at a fundraiser
for her daughter’s elementary school in the late 1990’s. As it turns out, that certificate was only
redeemable in November (ha!), but the chilly temps and gray skies did not detract. She and her
husband loved their first-ever Nantucket experience and were subsequently fortunate to return
over the next decade as participants in an annual benefit supporting the island’s ice hockey rink.
Their 2 daughters also came to love Nantucket through those once-a-year weekend trips,
building memories that even included attending some Harry Potter release parties at
Bookworks!  They always stayed at hotels and inns in Town, often pausing on strolls to look at
the real estate windows imagining some day maybe having their own vacation home here,
dreaming how wonderful to be able to come whenever they wanted and stay for however long
they wanted!   It took till 2020 for the dream to become a reality when they bought a home on
the edge of Town. The only way this made pragmatic financial sense was by factoring rental
income. But this was a new concept for them – having strangers stay in your house without you
being there!  They were told how renting out one’s home was part of the way of life here,
something Nantucketers have been doing for a hundred years.  So they embraced the local
tradition, giving up their home for July & August when other families would come and make their
own Nantucket memories, while she and her children now come and go throughout any of the
rest of the year. Diane said they use Maury People to facilitate their rentals. The bookings are
typically 1 or 2 weeks up to 31-day stays. Their renters have been lovely people, as attested by
their dear neighbor who they stay in touch with when they’re off island.

Ann T – (Did not participate)

Conclusion: With only seconds left in the allotted time, the group gave voice to a common
theme of “Why can’t it be that homeowners can continue to rent out as they always have, and
just put restrictions on corporate investors who buy properties for the sole purpose of renting
them out?”



SHARING AND LISTENING TO PERSONAL EXPERIENCES AND CONCERNS
• The move away from local brokers to online platforms has significantly degraded the renter
vetting process. Need to prevent online platforms from operating in the Nantucket STR market.
Agreement that local brokers have higher vetting standards and are part of the enforcement
process for the homes they rent.
• Special circumstances must be recognized and protected. Example: Sconset unheated
cottages. If not protected, homeowners will be forced to sell.
• Noise and other bad neighbor complaints overwhelmingly not seen as an issue. Anecdotal
comments include ’only one complaint in ten years of STR renting’ ‘lot of rentals in my street,
neighbors police themselves’
• One participant enforces her own set of rules (minimum two week rental lease, no groups of
unrelated adults, etc.). Common sense rules increase the quality of renters and prevent bad
behavior.
• On island owner and/or local broker is critical to ensure bad behaviors do not occur and if they
do are dealt with quickly.
• Tonight’s meeting is over represented by people that care and is not fully representative of the
total STR homeowner base. The troublesome STR homeowners are not represented at the
meeting.
• Overwhelming agreement that commercial rentals are the number one problem and need to be
removed from residential areas quickly. One participant joined our meeting from Martha’s
Vineyard. She wanted to be sure we knew how detrimental commercial STR’s have become on
their island. She explained how they started with small numbers but have increased rapidly and
are destroying neighborhoods.
• Good renters have no problem with common sense regulations. Strict enforcement and
penalties are critical to eliminate the bad actors.
• No one in the group thought that limiting STR’s is the answer to whatever the problem is that
we are trying to solve. No one is clear on what the problem is the Workgroup is trying to solve.
• Everyone agreed that the statement ‘the Billionaires are trying to push out the millionaires’ is
actually a real reflection of what is underway on our island.

Georgia Raysman - Small cottage and Garage with /Appartment since ’87. Low beach
’Sconset.   Votes and resides on island 10mo/yr.  Rents Appartment occasionally for over
31 days , experienced similar upscaling of small cottages at Isle of Palms, SC, concerned
about STR pressure on availability of housing for needed workers.

Jeannine Cort - Boston resident, Purchased home on Brandt Pt 2009. Uses for family and
friends.  Rents several weeks/yr to maintain property. Breaks even at best, no problems
Lisa Winn - 40 years residing on Island, now in Miacomet. No STR,  Manages brokerage
for 1000 rental listings. Rentals generally run 1-2 weeks each.  Sees a great deal of
seasonal rental activity. However doesn’t see any problems.  Economy impact not yet
considered by STRWG, would be drastic, big impact on employment



Margaret Ladd - Virginia resident, inherited traditional family home on Cliff built by
parents. Grew up summering there.  Both she and her brother want to keep for family use.
Need to rent to maintain and keep property in the family.   Management is challenging.
Keep it simple. (Best not to have rentals over regulated).  They prefer longer rentals

Susan Lazarus -  Copley Manager on island.  Echo’s Lisa Winn’s observations.  Does not
witness problems with renters behavior.   Notes that with 20,000 + people on island year
round the growth in the economy has created pressures which are being mistakenly
attributed to STR's .

Mike Herlihy* - Vacationing on Island since 1956. Rented 20 years, bought land in 1981.
Built in 2000.  Intend to pass on to kids. House and cottage next to Squam Farm, Family
use 5 weeks in season and saddle seasons.  Rented seasonally and year round since
2000 to meet expenses.  No serious noise or renter behavior problems in past 22 years
beyond wear and tear and minor breakage.  Majority of renters are families, often multi
generational.

General discussion -

● observed that seasonal renters in the 70’s and ’80’s often rented for full or half
season, full month. ' We were August people, Kids had Quidnet friends they grew
up with and would see from year to year.  Owners were hard working and needed
rent to make ends meet.  Today, rental periods are most often a week or two.'
Mom’s and Dad’s working full time, mostly professionals; or retired.  Today our
family and grand kids mainly interact with family - cousin time. Owners better off
economically, but still stretched in many cases.

● Note concern for worker housing shortage from Georgia’s experience on the Isle
of Palms and potentially on Low Beach.  The group did not experience problems
with renter behavior.   Traditional seasonal renters in group were renting to meet
expenses.  Concern noted over potential STRWG levers threatening intentions to
pass on home to kids - if permit expired upon death, kids would have to sell.

● Much of the current dialogue around STR’s attributes the island’s growth
challenges and the economic realities of an island with 20,000 or more year round
residents inaccurately to STR’s.  Last year’s planning board examination of noise
complaint logs provide a good example.

● An observation, all the people in the group were introduced to the island via
seasonal rentals.  Their involvement in the community has grown over the years
and generations .

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
Participants discussed concerns regarding corporate STRs. Commercially operated STRs were
disruptive with no caretaker available for concerns. Asking neighbors to call the police and
self-regulating the property seems unfair.



Renting home (through Great Point Property) has been a way to maintain a connection to the
island. Without rental income holding the property would not be possible. It is not for profit.
[taxes, landscaping, cleaning, commission to GPP]

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
Hopes are that no distinction will not be made between seasonal vs. full legal residents
Hopes are that renting for home owners who need it to maintain property will not be disallowed.
Hope is that town can rein in the corporate owned (for profit) entities

Group 3:
Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
Positive experience for most. Really necessary to help support retirement and family expenses.
Living next to an STR and find the owners to be good neighbors. Some with limited experience
but, most experiences have been positive. Not a lot of complaints.

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
Concerned that summer short-term rentals impede the ability to have affordable housing
year-round. Concern by individual who built a cottage was that the cost to build was so high that
the only option is short-term and vacation rentals. They also have an ADU that rent year-round
to a teaching assistant. Economy is a concern - we won't have people coming anymore. What
happens to cleaners, caretakers, workers who depend on seasonal renters. We need vacation
rentals for the economy. Onerous restrictions may stop folks from renting. We need to find a
balance between control and economic need. Hopes that we can come to a compromise. There
is so much building on the island.

Group 14:
Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:

● 2 seasonal owner, 1 fulltime resident, 2 seasonal who rent
● Is there is risk of a non conforming health (septic system) property that was

"grandfathered in" but concerned about use as a rental property. A requirment is that a
property has to be brought into conformance before allowed to rent.

● In Baltimore have ot have an inspector visit house for compliance
● One concern was noise late at night
● Difficult for some ot enjoy ACk without rental income
● Renters impact economy - stores/restaurants close off season because not enough

business and employees
● Concern is length of rental - restrict length of rentals - weddings are a burden (weekend)
● Seems to be a difference in behavior with a 1 week rental vs. weekend rental. Very short

term seem to be problem.
● what is opposition to STR - quality of life - crowds, noise, "it is not like it used to be"
● Airbnbs bought by corporations - only a rental property, not in residence, this takes away

quality of life on ACK.
● One participant had a great expereince as a renter of a corporate owned property.



Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
● Limit investor, non resident owned properties - as do not behave like residents who care

about neighborhood and property.
● Are corporate owners driving up the price of real estate? What % of houses owned by

"corporations" with mulitple properites? What % of dollar volume was with corporate real
estate investors.

Group 12:

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
Most of our group are owners of STRs, most have been associated with the island for decades.
One group member lives on the Vineyard but may want to move to ACK and she wanted to get
a pulse of what is happening on ACK.  The owners in our group work with realtors and Air B&B,
and have had success with both.  Majority of owners have 1 week minimum.  Air B&B-using
owner likes that he vet his renters.   The Vineyard participant said STR of less that one week
have brought a different element to the island.

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
We are concerned that STRs might get over-regulated, or done away with altogether.
Concerned about what will happen to the island economy if STRs are limited or eliminated. Look
to other STR models in other states to see what has worked for others.

Group 7:

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
Contributors were largely long term owners. There were concerns about the future of ACK, but,
in general, the group did not report bad experiences with ST renters/rentals

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
Some regulation is inevitable. But the group hoped that any regulation would not "kill" the old
summer rentals by property owners

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
● strs rentors become home owner
● same families returning every year become part of the community overtime
● worse experience is fagawi
● positive experience mostly
● we have more issues with home owners
● its a people problem
● hostility towards seasonal owners

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:



● regulations for a reason

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
all in group long time residents, 4 seasonal, 2 year round.  5 of 6 rent occasionally.  Can't afford
to own homes if no longer able to STR.   Not clear what town is trying to acheive.

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
Concerned they will be "banned"

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
- What experiences, if any, have you had with STRs on Nantucket?  How have they

affected you, personally, and what has this meant to you?
- Family has rented properties out since 1962. Does not like the name STR. Why not call

them what they are: Vacation Rentals. 11.7% tax is enough already.
- 25 Year Resident and business owner on the island, moved west in 2020. Uses her

property personally in the spring and fall, and rents 12-16 weeks in the summer. Gave
island business to her children and the summer rental income is now her sole source of
income. The property is her nest egg and long term investment. The rental income pays
the overhead, which would not be possible if the property went dormant or was rented
out year round. Expressed concern that because she is no longer a year round resident
that she may be unjustly penalized (greater fees than year round residents or not
allowed to rent at all).

- Islander for 30 years. Perhaps some neighborhoods (year round) shouldn't be allowed to
have STR's. Solution through zoning?

- Newcomer hoping to eventually buy in. Feels priced out of the market. Living in a
neighborhood with frequently changing STR tenants who are noisy and disrespectful.

- Off islander on STR board in Yarmouth. Suggests registering properties. No large parties
allowed.

Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
- Big Corporations with deep pockets buying up properties to rent as STR's are diluting

the sense of community.
- Commercial (2+ properties)/Seasonal Resident vs Year Round/1 Rental property only tax

rate seems unfair and would likely raise legal issues.
- Regulating STR's will not create more affordable housing or less congestion on the

island.

Notes/Summary on experiences with STRs raised by the group:
Year-rounder, small business owner, who rents a home but wants to buy; Year-rounder, small
business owner, doesn't rent; Non-resident (lives on Cape) who works for Cape & Island
Association of Realtors; Long-time year-rounder who owns houses he's rented out but not
always; Former islander now off-island who owns home she uses part-time and must rent to
afford during summer months; Long-time ACK property owner who must rent in summer to
afford but spends time on island.



Summary of Hopes and Concerns raised by the group:
Lots of issues raised:  Still trying to understand what the problem is; Overcrowding is a
long-term 'bitch' on the island for decades; STRs is being turned into a pejorative, call them
vacation rentals; Solutions tend to hurt people who can least afford this; Confused about the
STRWG objectives; I've been turned into the enemy because I need to rent my house; Even if
you shut down my ability to afford my house, it won't be affordable to most year-rounders;
Derive income from STRs; This should be about fairness; Let's limit vacation rentals to certain
zones; Too many regulations overstep property rights;  How can you become an owner on
Nantucket;  Have had experience with noisy STR neighbors; Don't turn seasonal property
owners into second class citizens; [From longest island resident in group] Nantucket islanders
have a long history of taking advantage of off-island property owners.



Discussion 2:

What do you like about this/these approaches?
How would you add to or improve them?

This group (seven individuals, I think) did not seem to want to address the specifics.

b) Most of the discussion revolved around affordable and workforce housing being the
larger problem facing the Island.
c) Several participants in this group asked: “Why is there a problem with short term
rentals?” What problem is the STRWG expected to address/solve? This group seemed
pretty pro-STRs. (Note: 1-2 participants were seasonal renters; one person was a rental
agent for a major real estate broker on-island.)
d) Don’t see how reducing or regulating STRs will do anything to address affordable or
other year-round housing issues.
e) The micro-management rules (e.g. 1 week minimum) were felt to be too specific and
impossible to administer.

- Agree with eliminate corporate ownership and not natural persons. This seems to be
agreed upon, but few agreed you could stop it effectively. The corporate money leaves
the island.
- The change is that people come to Nantucket to make money and that’s discouraging.
- Cap doesn’t sound like a feasible option, although not everyone was against (cap with
attrition).
- Protecting year-round residents is important because their financial sustenance is key,
also incentivizing long-term rentals.
- Limiting number of rentals in high season is a bad idea
- Limiting turnover could be a good idea
- The market should not be regulated was one person’s thought.
- The caps don’t work, they come back to bite back later.
- Regulations need to be enforced and followed-up with. The enforcement will be key to
weeding out the bad apples. The money is too good.
- Require that any new STR produce alternative energy or credits to overcome the need
for infrastructure.
- Town should allow solar to be installed.
- The change from all the construction and zoning has an impact on the overall picture.
- Tax some STRs as commercial property tax rate.
- The island is at capacity and maybe encouraging bicycles.
- Encourage multi-unit owners of STRs to rent longer-term.
- Limit the number of vehicles that STRs can bring to the island (1 car for every X number
of bedrooms).

David Owens



Owns a home on Vestal Street. They built their own home. When we started, there wasn’t much
happening but now there has been an incredible amount of development. Not an overwhelming
number of rentals but we have had some issues with renters after 10-11 pm at night. There is a
noise ordinance, but we hate to call the cops. Believes that limiting the business STRs is an
important issue. Too many corporations buying properties
and using them for income. They want to maximize their income. That is the crux of the
problem. Once you have investors, it changes the makeup of the community.

Margaret Ladd
My brother and I inherited our home off Cliff Rd. Home was built in the ‘80s and was rented to
help pay for the maintenance. Over the past several years, people are renting for long-term less
and less. Now, not less than a week. We are close with our neighbors. Only problem was the
house behind ours had a party, but it wasn’t renters……it was the homeowners’ relatives.
I agree with the first issue of limiting the business owned STRs. The community impact fee
might be a good one. She doesn’t live on the Island, and they don’t rent that much but she is
unsure about the other items.

Lisa Sherburne: Lived on Nantucket for 30 years. Rented her house for past 10 years. She
could not have kept her house if she had not rented it. Her biggest issue has only been with
pools, parties outside at the pool and the noise it creates. Rentals have diminished over the past
several years. There are way too many cars (from everyone, not just STRs) ....so that needs to
be addressed.Doesn’t know about the items they’ve listed. Needs to think about it.
When she received the initial regulations that go into effect in January, with the sign on the back
of every bedroom door, etc., as someone who is a seasonal resident, it’s so confusing. It seems
like the cart before the horse. (Discussion about added bureaucracy.

Michael Kopko
Has lived on the island for 45 years and has rented both STR and long-term places.
Is mostly concerned with “how do we achieve consensus”. The majority of Nantucketers are not
against STRs. If there is a problem, what is it?
How will we come to an agreement if everyone talks past each other. How do we feel about
neighbors who have a problem with noise? It’s our problem as much as theirs.
There’s a consensus to be had if we don’t push it away and if we don’t talk past each other
instead of with each other. There is a path to consensus if we all just speak together about it.

Marybeth Gilmartin
Has been a homeowner for twenty years. She was able to rent her home as a professional. She
is a resident and is in real estate. She has not had an issue with rentals in any way. I am a
year-round resident. To a lot of homeowners who do not rent, the frustration within the
community, the problem is so confusing and has not been compartmentalized well. Is it noise?
Is it noise from STRs or general noise? I want to be able to rent if I want to. I have neighbors
who may have a party and have noise, but they are year- round residents. Fair is fair. Was the
issue originally predicated on STR’s taking away from year-round homes? We are a tourism



community and what happens if we take that away. If you take away tourism, we will have a
bigger problem.
Define “CAPS”? Who would define that and who determines attrition? What happens to workers
who want to just do short-term rentals while they work on Nantucket for the summer?
People who can’t live here twelve months aren’t allowed to rent their home. Does that make
sense?

Michael Kopko:
WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
Are we being taken over by corporations with no interest on the island?
We don’t want that to happen so can we ameliorate that issue?
Is it possible that our residential neighborhoods will become inundated with properties by
companies that don’t pay or support our infrastructure?
STRs can only be offered by locals only? It’s ridiculous!!

Sue Brandt
Are short-term rentals really the problem that needs to be addressed? Data should be able to
provide more clarity. Is the problem noise? Why isn’t the ordinance working? Is the problem
traffic? How do we address that? Nantucket has never been this contentious and divided. Who
has created the problem and can arbitration be used to get to consensus rather than creating
greater bureaucracy.

Notes from Second Breakout Group STRWG on 12.12.22
Attending:
Karen Thorne, who manages two rental homes one in Madaket and one in Tom Nevers
Laura Lamb, local woman who rents her house out in the summer and goes to Maine, has many
repeat tenants that she has relationships with over the years. She rents to be able to afford her
home.
Tara Restieri, owns a home that her family uses and that they also rent when not in residence to
help with bills
Jeanine Contieri (?), owns a home in Brant Point that they use and rent to help defray the cost
of ownership
Joe La Puma, lives in Madaket year round now, used to rent their house to help to afford it

Everyone agreed that the popularity of Nantucket and the ease with which people can get here
(16 fast boats a day in season, direct air service from major cities, etc.) is creating the crowded
conditions. And that vacation rentals are not the cause of that popularity but, rather, a symptom.
The group clearly understands that the vacation rental market and year round rental market are
not the same market but that they run parallel. “A four bedroom house in Surfside with a pool
will never be affordable.”

All looking forward to seeing the data – everyone asked what is the real problem? And how can
we solve it if we don’t know what we’re solving for?



One person (Joe) had concern about corporate investors coming in and buying up the island
who have no personal connection here. When asked if the impact of usage was different based
upon who owned the property he said no but that he is worried about a “trend into the future”.
His hope is that this type of ownership would be controlled going forward. Expressed concern
about “them taking over the neighborhood” and “wants to have his granddaughter be able to
enjoy the island as he has”.

Group thought maybe having a one‐week minimum rental period in high season is a good idea.
Group also thought that the local registry and monitoring will provide some useful information
about “nuisance properties” and repeat offenders by the end of the summer which will be good
to have before the fall special Town Meeting. Penny – why does it apply only to shorter term
rentals? Shouldn’t all rentals be included?

Penny hopes that we won’t still be talking about this at this heated level in 4 years. It is shocking
that this has become such a divisive issue in our community with no basis in factual information.
ACK Now has controlled the narrative without any supporting evidence to support it and people
have bought into it because they are uneasy about the overall change on island.

Some resentment towards ACKNow for “getting us into this mess”. The lawsuits have to stop.
People were hopeful that neighbors will reason with each other before suing one another in the
future. An ongoing theme was how strongly people love Nantucket, no matter HOW LONG
THEY HAVE BEEN HERE.

We had 3 people on our call. The two people who called in did not chime in.

Dick:  80 years and family there since 1800’s Owns 3 homes and does not rent any homes.
However, his brother rents homes. Dick Married a native. Feels Hard to police STR.
whats the are and capacity on Nantucket? What percentage of new dwellings are for the
expressed interest of rentals.
Is the infrastructure i.e. sewer and power affected by short term rentals.
Large groups commercial business should not be allowed.
How is Nantucket benefitting from commercial groups?
How can a business commercial group buy a home in a residential area and run a business?

Traditional Nantucket families are not the problem renting their homes.

ACK is becoming more and more difficult to get a car to the island.

Brigitte: Own home never had a problem. Rents home during peak season never had a
problem.  Need to focus on permits for homes since big homes are getting approved and taking
away the smaller affordable homes.

We need to focus on affordable for year round residents. The money from the rental tax should
be applied to affordable housing.



If we take away the traditional short term rentals the island will be filled with wealthy only and
eliminate the middle class. I use and rent my home and need the rental income to afford it.

Nikki:  35 years own past 12 mos does short term rental on her home. Nashaquisett was a place
with own rental agency. STR support community and and believe we need to do something so
people can live peacefully. Not fair to tell people how they can rent their  home or not. How do
we balance and be good neighbors. It’s a special place and define what. Have health dept.
inspect rentals.
We have to support short terms rentals and we have to support people who do it. People are not
doing to make money but to maintain a lifestyle. Nantucket shuffle two lovely concierges.

Traditional ownership is fine.

We ALL agree they are not a problem. Some minor enforcement like board of health inspecting.
renters themselves please be respectful of the neighborhood. Be respectful to people around
you. We don’t have problems. Be selective on the renters. You can’t have large groups who
reach havoc.

We need to be weary of the corporate groups who skew the pricing of homes and buy the
homes. We do not like corporate entities and we are against.

You can rent your home that you and your family home.

We all agree our other

We need balance so local work force has a sense of home and a stake in community. We
appreciate that we add to the community as well.

The takeaway: We harmoniously agree the short term rentals need to be limited to one entity
owning the homes and not a commercial group.
We found common ground and we want our thoughts to be taken seriously.
Eliminate commercial groups.
Corporate money needs to be cut out of equation and this will lower the temperature.
Earmark the rental tax for affordable housing which should be the goal here.
Stop approving large homes and removing the smaller more affordable homes.
If you eliminate short term rentals the island will be for the wealthy forming the middle class to
sell their homes.

My group consisted of Steve, Bob Vidoni, Burton Balkind, Larry Liebowitz, and Lawrence Coffin.

Everyone was thoughtful, engaged, and congenial…but concerned.



We had one 30 year round renter, one person building a home on a small lot ( 50’ x 100’) next to
an STR, one person who was a descendent of a founding family who owns and rents a house
here but lives off island (“am I still a ‘local?’), one 30 year year round resident, one person who
uses his house as an STR to pay expenses but spends more time here than renting, and
myself, a year round resident who does not rent at all.

Before we could get to the 6 items on your list, the question was posed:  What is the problem?
These were the responses:

"There is a ‘crush’ of overcrowding, overdevelopment.”
“Year rounders can’t find housing.”
“Loss of year round housing.”
”Places being sold and people being turned out.”
“Can’t get ferry reservations.”
“Can’t get medical appointments."
“Overdevelopment.  The building cap disappeared when the recession hit.”

One questioned:  “ How many houses are being converted to STR’s?  How many STR’s are
being converted to private houses.” All agreed that we need data on this.

Members generally concurred that no one has shown that STR’s are the sole cause of summer
traffic jams or being unable to get to the supermarket.  There were comments that the island
was “over capacity.”

A  general theme was that we needed specific and coherent definitions.  One example:  A
1930’s non-owner occupied cottage next to one of the group members has three bedrooms with
individual locks.  The rooms are STR’s rented out by the night.  Is the house considered one
STR or is the property considered 3 STR’s?

There was general agreement (4.5 out of 6) that an impact fee on those who have 2 or more
STR’s should be considered and placed in an infrastructure fund and kept out of the general
fund.  There was also general agreement that it was vital to protect traditional year round
residential neighborhoods.

One person pointed out that the town owned a lot of land and that some of it could be used to
build tiny houses with compostable toilets to house year round workers. “Surfside Crossing isn’t
going to do it…"

Regarding the list:
1.  Most thought that purely commercial STR’s were unwise.
2.  Regarding the impact fee, in addition to comments above, a question was raised about the
purpose, whether it was to discourage purchase (most said it would not), or to improve
infrastructure….if imposed, all were adamant that it should be kept out of the general fund and



be used for infrastructure and/or affordable housing.  Most agreed the amount would not be very
much.
3.  We didn’t get to caps.
4.  All agreed that STR’s for locals should be protected, but, as with the descendent noted
above, “Who is a local.”  This gets to the need for clear coherent definitions that can be
universally understood.
5.  We did not have time to get to this.
6.  This was discussed and one individual pointed to the  3 bedroom house (a“hotel”) next to his
property as an example.  One day a week through one complete week = 1 rental week and the
limit.

Finally, a note from moderating in the first breakout session.  There was general agreement that
local vacation rental realtors did a very good job.  All the participants save myself were STR
owners.  Most restricted renters to families.  They reported very few problems, but most
properties except one were in the “country."  Their use of internet platforms was limited and all
had rentals of one week or more.  Almost all had used off island web based rental platforms
from time to time but preferred to work with local rental agents who they agreed screened
renters carefully and were pleased that that led to families returning year over year.  Most said
that once they had dealt with the platforms, they had tried to avoid them in favor of local agents.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

On a personal note, I found this forum useful and somewhat fascinating.  It bubbled up some
scenarios that had not occurred to me. People are fearful and confused, whether they own
STR’s or they are renting properties that can be sold out from under them with little notice.

1. What is the reason that we are looking at short term rentals. What is the Problem?
2. Is the entire process a result of ActNow?
3. Renting shorter periods than 1 week allows for a more affordable island.
4. There are bigger problems than STR’s and rather than spend the time and money on STR’s
let’s look at more actionable town problems.
5. Very impressed with the format of today’s meeting and would encourage the town to use the
format for other issues.

Lisa – started coming as a child with parents and after living overseas wanted to buy a home on
the island and they rent much of the year to afford to keep their home; love the rental process
and maintaining her historic home; very confused since most STR operators have never had
any issues and thought STR revenue was being fully allocated to affordable housing (and
supports that); concerns over the regulations that go into effect on 1 January (beyond
reasonable submission requirements for many especially elderly homeowners without technical
skills); how does limiting STRs contributing to more affordable housing? Homes she rents are
seasonal only and never have had any issues with renters reported by neighbors; hearing from



Bruce Mandel (Madaket) that perhaps neighborhood differences exist and agreed that
compliance with STR registration is needed and it must be enforced

Caroline Baltzer – 6th generation seasonal Nantucketer, continuing the tradition of her
grandparents renting out her great grandmother’s home when family is not there. Shocking to
see ACK•NOW refusing to give up their bullying tactics against individual families like the Keiths
and Grapes, which foment neighbor vs. neighbor divisiveness; this is the opposite of what
Nantucket has always been; neighbors used to be neighborly and go speak to neighbors if they
had any problems and it was solved with conversation or a call. Questions why several of the
neighborhood surveys are using biased questions regarding “problems with STRs”; doesn’t
think the public is getting a clear picture of what the problems really are since so many facts are
being distorted by a full-time professional PR staff using social media with only a handful of
volunteers to counter it in Nantucket Together; has not heard of any issues with vacation rentals
in Brant Point where she serves as the Brant Point Association Secretary; she read the STR
lawsuit depositions and felt the accusations are specious; strong negative reaction to the policy
objectives listed since all of them presume there is a problem so it makes no sense to respond
to being for or against policy levers without data; expressed concern over the STRW not
providing any time for answers to the public questions.
Bruce Mandel – has lived in Madaket since 1960s and managed STR properties in the past;
ZBA advisory experience so sees many permits coming through; works on Madaket
Conservation Commission and they are working on a revised area plan which hopes to address
serious STR nuisance issues (inundation of corporate style STRs; pools); STRs are a long
standing tradition and are necessary for many to keep their homes; mentioned Palm Springs
(one has to be the primary residence and the other can be secondary and both need permits)
and Atlanta – allows 2 STRs per property owner (full-time owner resident requirement to
operate an STR) and both require permits and neighbors must be informed; believes Madaket
issues with STRs are significant and different from this workgroup and believes many in
Madaket are not registered; believes solution is neighbors cooperating with neighbors against
absentee investor owned rentals. Summer is fraught with too much traffic, no water or sewer in
Madaket and fraught with coping with STRs; does not think there is enough time to come up
with real solutions by fall town meeting

Donna Martino – owns 2 small cottages in town (1 year round rental and uses cottage in the
summer with rental to a teacher in the off-season) and coming to the island since the 1970s;
STRs are a very important issue with pros and cons; there is a difference between cottage
rentals and mega-mansion rentals; concerned that the STRWG has been asked to come up with
policies without data; believes it is very profitable to buy a large property as an investor with all
the write-offs while the stock market is down so that is not what Nantucket needs; preserve the
feeling of Nantucket

Susan Lazarus – property manager for Copley Group; owned by the Levinsons who are ‘real’
people and its owners and own their own home on the island; she has lived on the island for 30
years and raised her daughter here with housing provided by the Levinsons and stated all
homes are professionally managed; she sees other groups that have no investment on the



island and is concerned about that. Nantucket is unique and is a tourist industry that is quite
unique from other towns since there is very limited hotel/B&amp;B lodging and families like to
vacation in a home; she does feel targeted; does not know what the problem definition is;
scaling back at this point would be very detrimental to the economy; hard to grasp connection
between STRs and affordable housing. Limiting the number of STRs has an unknown impact
with hotels and B&Bs having limited lodging; concern about how much of the rental gross
income goes back into the local economy being lost by restricting STRs; cottage industry is
important but need the other types of homes to house the visitors in the summer; agrees with
concerns noted in Madaket so neighborhood restrictions might make sense but mixed feelings;
shoulder season festivals have brought a lot of culture and business to the island.

● Everyone in group rented short term, or had a family member do so.
● Concern expressed over large corporate ownership with no local presence. One group

member said concern should not be corporate form of ownership but rather number of
bedrooms rented and those homes should have to conform to the location where the
building is located, ie if certain # of bedrooms it should be categorized as a B&B and
limited to locations which allowed same, and if even more bedrooms it should be
designated a hotel and limited to location in commercial district

● Several group members felt the “problem” with STR’s still had not been sufficiently
defined.

● Most felt that 3% tax was good idea and wanted to see regulations have sufficient
monetary penalties so as to be meaningful.

● All felt that some regulation needed to be had, but feeling was “don’t kill a fly with a
sledge hammer”.  There needs to be a reasonable balance.

Want accountability for anyone who rents out their property. Some felt that rental agents should
be held accountable for bad tenants if they don’t properly vet them.

Recognition of affordable housing issue on Island, but group felt it was generally not correlated
to STR’s

INPUT ON THE APPROACHES BEING DISCUSSED BY THE STR GROUP
• We must not eliminate STR’s. Our island economy will collapse without them.
• Over regulation will increase the cost of STR’s and make it harder for people with real
connection to visit.
• Don’t like the term STR. We should replace it with Vacation Rentals.
• Hopeful something good will come from the Workgroup.
• Overwhelming desire for the Workgroup to explain and communicate what the problems are
we are trying to solve? None of the participants see an STR connection to affordable housing,
noise, number of cars, etc.
• Many people depend on the rental income to live here. The Workgroup must be careful to
understand the risks of impacting this group (financial hardship, loss of home, etc.).
• Registration an ok idea.



• Need to present hard evidence of renter bad behavior. The group did not agree noise and
parking are an STR created issue. It’s a result of the out of control development of our island.
Number of incidents reported to the Police does not support the notion of large scale issue or
relationship to STR’s.
• Not fond of any of the Workgroup list presented by Stacie other than elimination of commercial
entities.
• We should eliminate on line platform rentals. The operators have no responsibility to vet
renters or enforce rental agreement conditions. Owners have no control over who is renting with
on line brokers.

Overview: Nantucket is at a key formative point Today, analogous to decisions like the railroad
to ’Sconset;  the decision to pull back hotels into town or airport locations (remove ’Sconset
Railroad?);  depend on cottage vacation rentals; Two dwellings per plot;  HDC;  then extension
of HDC to the whole island;  Land Bank;  and so forth.   Success in all of these decisions have
brought the year round population to 20,000 or more.  … and in the peak summer months 3 or
more times that number.   STR’s are only a small but intricately intertwined part of the important
challenges we face as a community. (A serious crisis in housing availability, The changing
nature of both Year Round and Summer portions of our community;  neighborhoods’ character
and harmony; governance and enforcement of nuisances, climate, sustainability,
transport/traffic, …) Thus, it behooves us to be most careful in considering their (vacation
rentals) role and its regulation in our community.  Here are some touchpoints in the dialogue
thus far :

-  Registration (2021 - Article 39) gives us all the levers we are likely need to shape the vacation
rental practice discussed to date.  The ‘devil will be in the details’.  [ One thought is to build in
recovery, when enforcement practices dictate action.]

-  Grandfathering and sunset provisions should be used generously and wisely to make any
long term transitions an evolution, not a disruptive solution.

-  The economics needs to be well understood before final actions recommended.  It doesn’t
appear to be well articulated thus far.

-  The work group and town management boards should carefully consider the impacts on
multi-generational families in the community, both Year Round and Seasonal. [ For example:
Will STR permits continue at death if the property is passed on to family ?]

-  Granicus does not seem to have the breadth to meet the full data needs to complete a
responsible analysis. Their practice appears tilted to AirBnB and Vrbo data/experience.  NAREB
and State, Town, and owner registration sources should be brought to bear.



-  As the work group has pointed out, remember these matters deal with property rights, delicate
individual and family economics, lifelong equity building, retirement planning … in addition to
Community economic health.

-  While we can learn from other small vacation communities, our evolution is somewhat unique
and that uniqueness directly relates to the traditions we treasure.

We are trying to build balance in our Community for the times ahead.  This is a challenging task,
related to much more than the recent phenomenon of STR’s.

Two principal thoughts were dominant in the two sessions, which seemed to be a mix of full and
part time residents, mainly both camps had those who conducted STRs, but a couple did not
(but one wanted to preserve that right in her retirement).

1. There was almost universal agreement that something should be done to control, regulate
and/or tax commercial/investor rentals in all forms. However, concern was expressed about the
definition of “commercial” or “investors” as that label had been abused by anti-STR groups in
the last two years, applied to everyone who conducts STRs. In effect, they hijacked the term to
apply it to everyone. As these two groups saw it, effort should be made to identify corporations
or individuals with no current or historic family usage of the property. This is easier done with
property portfolios or the new “fractional” ownership, but the town must be careful to not
mistakenly label someone who has historically used the home, but moved away for some time,
thus renting the home as an “absentee owner.”

2. There were many questions raised in both sessions as to “why are we proposing policy
before we’ve identified the source of the problems?” Many asked “what if we find something
else is the primary cause – we’ve designed policies that may harm STR owners or the islands
economy (especially during the 10 month off season) while doing nothing to solve the problem.
Why?”

3. With the list of policy proposals, attendees were grasping for context and implications for
some of these, which I tried to provide:

a. Define caps on the total number of STRs on the island.
Questions: was the first a question unto itself? If you capped STRs would you
not be able to sell your right? Does that mean anyone buying after would
suffer a reduction in value as they would not have the right to STR?

b. By neighborhood?
Questions: does that mean STRs would be prohibited or limited in certain
neighborhoods? Why those? How would it harm those neighborhoods?

c. Reduce number by attrition?



Questions: That means you can do it, but your buyer or children cannot?
d. Protect STRs for locals (and unique situations)
Does that mean part-time residents would not be protected, no matter how
many years they’ve owned?

e. Limit the number of rental leases or weeks allowed per unit in high season?
Why? What if a family can only afford a long weekend and an owner is happy
to split between two families? What problem is this solving? If one family
leaves and another arrives?

f. Limit to 1 STR rental per week per unit
Similar to above. This is especially concerning during the other 10 months a
year when the island needs the business and the visitors

In summary, the concern expressed in number two was repeated again and again. Surprisingly,
a full- time resident, Amber Cantella, was one of the most forceful and eloquent about this who
repeated the question many times. She said “with all these policy suggestions, the STRWG is
putting the cart before the horse… these policies could end up eliminating the middle class, both
owners who need flexibility as to when they can rent and eliminating middle class visiting
families who can’t afford to lengthen their stay.”

There were other secondary sentiments that came through – there must be more vetting of
possible guests. Sometimes a bad apple slips through, but it’s rare. It’s more rare when it’s a
single home owner who uses it some of the year as their family home. A well-known year-round
resident said “the reality of the economics are also driving year-round rentals out. Even if you’re
a full-time resident, you can make more renting just during high season, so why offer it as a year
round rental?”

There was consensus on the frustration that ANY POLICY proposal discussion is occurring
without first obtaining facts and data to analyze whether or not any problem currently exist at all.
The group would like to keep the horse before the carriage.  The policy “examples” outlined in
the group session were wholly unacceptable and even offensive to most members.

All except two attendees between the two groups are concerned about the financial impact of
adding regulations to the centuries old Nantucket tradition of short and long term rentals without
FIRST identifying fact based, data driven problems, if any.  Great concern was shared about
alleged problems that are simply hypothesis, hyperbole, anecdotal and/or unsubstantiated.

Substantial concern about financial hardships that will be created on property owners with any
restrictions on:  minimum rental days of any variant and/or any maximum number of STR
permits.  The group views the right to rent your property short or long term as an EXTREMELY
valuable right that is being threatened with ZERO data supporting the creation of policies
restricting the existing market.



One member said she had an STR next to her the causes noise, but she is “uncomfortable”
calling the police on them.  When prompted to ask if she would call the police on someone
hosting a STR if STR’S were BANNED on Nantucket, she said, “probably would still not call the
police.”  She was unaware that the Nantucket police department reviewed 5,000 noise
complaints and that only 3% came from STR’s. The remanding 97% of the noise complaints
were from NON-STR properties.

One member voiced concern about STR’s on “affordable housing.”  He was unaware that the
head of the Nantucket affordable housing department said there was zero causation between
Nantucket STR’s and affordable housing.

There was concern that the credibility of this working group could be compromised if any policy
proposal discussions advance without facts to first identify credible STR problems, if any.

Seasonal resident coming to Nantucket 32 years. Pays mortgage with STR income.

Wash-ashore from PA. Rents house in summer to pay for the mortgage. Likes STR's but they
need to be regulated.

Nantucket Native lives in year round neighborhood with summer STR's. Experiencing minor
disruptions continually however sees Code of Conduct Regulations to be posted in all rentals so
there is a mutual understanding of expectations of renters.

Likes non-corporate/individual STR's.
Likes impact fee for Corporate STR's
Likes 1 renter per week limit (limits on turnovers during the week).

No to additional tax. 11.7% is enough.
No to caps on how much you can rent.
No to different rules for year round vs seasonal resident.
No to tying all the ills on Nantucket to STR's.

Disengaged landlords are more of a problem regardless of whether they are seasonal or year
round.

# of cars per rental need to be regulated.
Problems exist but they are solvable through Code of Conduct poster in units and signature that
the code has been read and agreed to in each lease. Suggestions to landlords on how to
sound-proof their toy boxes and garbage cans with soft close hardware etc.

Limiting houses bought for STR purposes. Is this even legal?



Limiting STR's is not going to create more year round or affordable housing.

No to reducing STR's with bylaw that says STR expires after sale of the property.
Otherwise..properties will only be affordable to the uber wealthy who don't need the
supplemental income. (Or is that the whole point of STR's--to eliminate the middle class
completely)?

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
● look at second dwellings to help with year around housing
● understand the problem before regulation
● Data
● unintended consequences

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
● Data

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
There was not a lot of specific comments. Several of the folks in the group struggled with
"what's the problem" that the STRWG is trying to solve. (There was a predominance of folks
who rent their homes seasonally plus a real estate agent. The group probably would accept
some restrictions on the overall number of properties that can seasonally/short term rent. Also
restrictions on "corporate" operators seemed OK. Everyone wanted to preserve the ability to
STR by seasonal property owners.

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
The detailed restrictions (e.g. one full week minimum) were felt to be unenforceable and too
hard to police.

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
This group did not touch upon the ideas being explored by the STRWG directly

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
● There was consensus that (i) both the 'problem being addressed' and the link to STR

needs to be clarified (ii) the conversation needs to be widened
● Favorable opinion expressed regarding 'reasonable regulation'
● I personally [again - not discussed in group bc conversation went a different direction

from list of ideas explored by STRWG] like the elimination of business STRs and the 3%
community impact fee.

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
● Corporate owners - Concerned that if own house in LLC will be considered a

corporation. Several on call own their house through an LLC.



● Bad experience with CORPORATE OWNER next door as no one to call if there is an
issue.

● Lack of accountability of the owner. NO NEIGHBOR.
● We do not know what problem is yet. ALL ON CALL WANT TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS

THE PROBLEM WE ARE TRYING TO SOLVE. WE ALL ARGEED THAT CORPORATE
(non human) OWNERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED.

● Is ST work group exploring other vacation areas and how handle short term rentals?
What does Marthas Vineyard do?

● Increase fees - what does this solve? Will not stop corporations. Not a good idea unless
there is a specific reason/purpose.

● Caps on number of STR is a bad idea.
● Small cul de sacs are getting impacted by STRs so, does impact smaller neighborhoods
● Can not cut out large portion of island "residents/constituents" from STR for locals only
● All agree with 7 day minimum on rentals (like many FL communities limit to 30 days)

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
● Do not want STR regulations to force owners to have to sell house. Most onwers who

rent need the income (whether a local or seasonal owner).
● CORP OWNER SHOULD BE BANNED OR AT A MINIMUM REGULATED AS A HOTEL

(zoning applies)
● What problem are we trying to solve? The only real problem the group saw was the

Corporate owners.
● When sell house, new owner must wait for 1 year before renting. Maybe require actually

live in house for a certain amount of time?
● Can not define "who is a Nantucketer" and who isn't (Local vs. seasonal)
● ALL AGREED THAT THERE SHOUDL BE A 7 day minimum on rentals
● DO NOT LIMIT NUMBER OF RENTALS CAN HAVE IN A SEASON/YEAR.
● Create a regulation to qualify as an owner. THERE HAS TO BE A HUMAN RESIDENT

for a certain amount of time.

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
They liked limiting corporation ownership, but some "corporations" are single people or families.
So we want to be sure that those people aren't restricted.  Generally, our group felt that
homeowners should be able to decide if they want to rent their properties or not. Mostly our
group did not like the approaches explored so far, especially limiting leases during high season,
protecting STRs for locals (who is "local"?), capping the number of STRs.  We wondered if
these proposed approaches will solve the core issues of noise and density.  Our group was a
mix of STR owner who love off-island, someone who splits time between ACK and another
home, and year round residents,

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
Look to what other communities are doing to address STRs, what has been proven to work
elsewhere? Our group also wanted time shares and the creative workarounds being developed



addressed.  Our group worried that restrictive approaches would hurt the economy and that
tourism is a long standing and important part of the island.

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
Liked limiting STRs to real individuals (no corporate ownership); Liked 'grandfathering' all
current STRs with no transfer (except within families); Liked dedicating the current STR 6.0%
tax for 'accessible home ownership' instead of whatever the town was doing now; Liked
protecting 'locals' as long as same protection was accorded 'seasonal' homeowners.

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
Make clear nothing about STRs has been decided because people are getting very upset and
polarized over speculations; Don't penalize long-term ACK owners who live off-island but love
the island & need to rent to afford/maintain property;  Very concerned about any CAPs on
renting property; No rental distinctions between year-rounders and seasonal property owners;
Concerned about over-development but not sure how to solve that growth.

Summary of what people like about the approaches being explored by the STRWG so far?:
- Group members were most concerned about resident rights (although most were not

residents themselves), and were sensitive to the problems (nuisance, noise, lightening,
housing) They felt that STR’s should be an option, certainly for residents, but for others
as well.

Summary of how they would add to or improve those strategies?:
- There was agreement that people should be able to rent a safe and clean house, but

that regulations in general are often redundant, unnecessary, and difficult to enforce.
- Group members expressed strong concerns that STR’s should be allowed and

regulations minimized.
- People do not want to be limited to how often, when or how long they can rent.  People

were very concerned with having the number or timing of weeks rented regulated.
- The more people try to control the property rights of others, the more there will be

lawsuits
- More regulations = more push back.
- People feel the Health Department regulations are overkill, i.e.: – it’s “ridiculous” to have

to put emergency routes on the back of every bedroom door in a rental house.
- There was feeling that regulations are redundant (for example, if MA requires $1 million

in insurance, why does Nantucket have to also do/regulate this)? (Insurance companies
have standards so why does the town need to get involved too if you have to meet
standards to be insured). Real estate agents already make recommendations about
safety and health and so do platforms.

- There was broad concern about the costs of monitoring and enforcing regulations
including having to hire people do these things at town expense, and for what purpose.

- Regulations beget regulations – Expanding needs for inspections will lead people to try
to find violations.



- The group really liked one person’s idea of having a town recommended checklist of
things that could be signed off on (attested to by the homeowner), but that do not have to
be monitored, inspected, etc. If you state you comply with the standards, that should be
sufficient.

- People want more data – how many noise complaints, problems are there?  There was
concern about the amount of misinformation out there such as are there really that many
“investor properties.”  People want the data to be shared with them about how many
complaints there are.

- People feel that they rent responsibly and that they have few problems.  When there are
problems, they should be handled through the owner or authorities if needed, but that’s
not a reason to get rid of STR’s

- People noted that not only do STR’s help owners maintain their houses, but they also
allow others who love Nantucket to come and participate in the island. STR’s allow
people to be a part of the island. “It brings joy and allows us to maintain and improve our
home.”

- Toward the end, rather than focusing on regulating STR’s, people wanted to talk about
other ways to deal with traffic, parking, etc. for example, by regulating the number of cars
or even providing people who don’t bring cars with incentives (such as $100 in taxi
money).

- Regulate the number of cars that can be brought to an STR.
- If the problem is the volume of people on island and demand exceeds supply, it’s not

necessarily about the places they stay, but the number of people.
- Can Nantucket use the 7-9 million in lodging taxes to help with affordable housing?
- How about a Hiatus of 2 years to document and reconvene?
- How about a survey of registered voters?


